Abstract-The purpose of this research is to figure out the forms of the word "when" and describe its contexts in Japanese language. This descriptive-qualitative research employed a writing technique while the data are analyzed using a distributional method. The data consist of sentences containing the word 'when' context, word, when, Japanese language available in Minna no Nihongo textbook. The results of analysis show that there are various forms of the word 'when', such as the word toki, sai, tokoro, and others in Japanese Language based on contexts used in sentences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Japanese language is one foreign languages which has various letter forms, covering hiragana, katakana, and kanji. One of difficulties faced by the Japanese language students at university in learning Japanese language is related to those letter forms in addition to the Japanese grammatical patterns. Grammar or sentence patterns consist of words when combined may form a sentence element, and then form a sentence. Not only on the grammatical structure which requires to be paid more attention by the language users not only to deliver the intended meaning to the hearers but also the meaning of each word contained in a sentence spoken by the speaker. The linguistic study which discusses meaning is called semantics. Semantics is a branch of linguistics which has an important role in language since the language basically used in communication is to convey those meanings. A linguistic unit also has a word meaning which relates each other called a meaning relation. One realization of meaning relation is synonym.
Synonym is a semantic relationship stating that there is a meaning similarity between one utterance and the others (Chaer, 2014:p. 297 ). There are many synonyms in Japanese language as it is considered as one language which is rich with grammatical structures and vocabularies. Many synonyms in Japanese language make the Japanese students feel that it is not easy to learn the language. Most Japanese language learners only know the meaning from the related vocabularies when translated to Indonesian language. Japanese language learners frequently do not understand that a certain word has synonyms when translated to Indonesian language and different meanings when used in different sentences. The word 'when' is the one which adequaltely has various synonyms in Japanese language that eventually result in students' confussion in using those words. There are some similar researches conducted on the word toki and others included in the group of keishiki meishi in Japanese language. (https://repository.kulib.kyotou.ac.jp/dspace/bitstream/2433/8 7869/1/kgn00025_001.pdf). However, a research employing a textbook as the data source, such as Minna no Nihongo has never been done before. Thus, the researchers consider that it is greatly necessary to conduct a research entitled "An Analysis on Forms and Contexts of the word 'When' in Japanese Language".
II. THEORETICAL BASES
A. Semantics Sutedi (2011: p. 127) explains that semantics or in Japanse language known as imiron is one linguistic branch discussing meaning. Semantics has an important role since the language used for communication is to convey meaning. For instance, when someone expresses his ideas or thoughts, the hearers directly understand the meaning of the delivered utterances. The object of semantic study includes the word meaning (gonoimi), meaning relation between one word and the others (gonoimikankei), phrase meaning (kunoimi), and sentence meaning (bun no imi). Chaer (2014:297) explains that in linguistic unit, there are interrelated word meaning, in this case, in the forms of words, phrases, and sentences. This relationship is called meaning relation. The realization available in meaning relation incluses homonymy (meaning relation between words written or spoken in the same ways, yet the meaning is different), synonym (between words, phrases, or sentences with the same or similar meaning), antonym (between words with opposite meaning), polysemy ( a word with more than one meaning), hiponymy (a form of utterance which meaning includes the others), ambiguity (multiple meanings resulted from different grammatical interpretation), and redundancy (the use of segmental elements in the hyperbolic utterances). Sutedi (2011: p. 145) states that synonym in Japanse language is called ruigigo. Ruigigo (synonym) is one object of semantic study. Synonym is several words with a closely similar meaning. Krida laksana (in Aminuddin, 2008: p. 115) also defines that synonym is a linguistic form with a similar or the same meaning with the other forms as the similarity is applicable for words, a group of words or sentences, although only words are considered synonym. Sutedi, 2011: p. 145 ) recommends ways to identify a synonym, as follows:
B. Synonyms
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• Chokkanteki (linguistic intuitive) for native speakers based on their life experiences. When listening to a word, the native speakers may directly feel that whether the word has synonyms or not.
• Some words when translated to the other foreign language may have the same meaning, such as the word oriru, kudaru, sagaru, and furu that in Indonesian language is equalized with the word turun.
• May occupy the same position in a sentence with a small meaning difference.
• In asserting a meaning, both may be use at the same time or at once. For instance, the word hikaru (光る) and kagayaku ( 輝 く ) which both mean "bersinar" [shining], may be used at the same time, such as in
C. Class in Japanese Language Grammatical Patterns
In Japanese language, the word class is called hinshi. (Koizumi, 1993: p. 164) The word class is defined as the classification of words based on the syntactic structure in the previously explained sentences. In other words, the position of this syntactic structure is adequate to classify those words" (Koizumi, 1993:164) .
Hinshi in Japanese language has ten word classes which eight of those are included into jiritsugo and the other two classes are classified into fuzokugo (Sudjianto, 2004: p. 147) .
III. RESEARCH TYPE
The type of this research is classified into a descriptivequalitative research which describes forms and contexts of the word 'when' in Japanese language. The data were collected by using a writing technique. A writing technique is a data collection technique by writing the results of the observed data (Kesuma, 2007: p. 45) . The resulted data then were analyzed by a distributional method. Sudaryanto (in Kesuma, 2007: p. 54) states that distributional method aims at analyzing the data containing linguistic phenomena available in the related language.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the researchers discuss the use of the word 'when' in Japanese language sentences available in Minna no Nihongo textbook. Most universities in Indonesia teaching Japanese language use that textbook as one major reference for teaching accompanied by the other references. The researchers conduct the analysis based on the use forms, meaning and whether or not the word "when" in Japanese language may replace each other within a sentence.
• Data (1) Based on data (1), the word toki follows the futsuukei verbs with past time signal (kakokei) that is kaetta 'sudah pulang' [having been back home]. Futsuukei is a basic form which may be equalized with the verb forms contained in the dictionary possessing the characteristics of word ending sound of ~u,~tsu,~ru,~bu,~nu,~mu,~ku,~gu,~su,~iru,~eru,and verb suru, kuru". The verbs with those ending sounds are presented in 
Toki contained in the utterance kuni he kaettatoki has the meaning 'ketika sudah pulang ke negara' [after going back home to the country], then followed with the utterance kaban wo kaimashita which means 'saya membeli tas' [I bought a bag]. That utterance is one event taking place after the activity of going back home to the country occurs. Thus, utterance 1 has its meaning after going back home to the country, then (I) bought a bag. Since the word kaetta shows that the activity has been completed. Furthermore, the use toki in utterance 1 directly spoken by the speaker with a formal language as marked with the use of verb in the form of masu contained in the word kaimashita at the end of the sentence.
• Data (2) Data (2) shows that the second sentence is the result or impact of the undertaken first activity that the room got brighter when the curtain changed. The word toki follows the futsuukei verb in past time (kakokei) that kaeta replace that combined with ~tara (conditional form, if/when), then is followed by a verb in the form of ~ta (lampau) contained in the phrase akaruku natta (menjadi terang [got brighter]). The meaning contained in sentence kaaten wo kaetara, heya ga akarukunatta is that the room got brighter since there is an activity of changing the curtain. The expression ~tara contained in data (2) shows an activity conducted toward the curtain in a room which newly results in a brighter room.
The discussion results of both data show that the word "when" in Japanese language has various synonyms, including the word ~toki,~ tara,~ sai,~ tokoro and more. Those word forms are gramatically based on similar use and meaning in meeting the context of sentences in Japanese language. Meanwhile, the examples of the other researches with different studies show that the words classified into keishiki meshi when practically analyzed have different meanings as the word ~toki may not be separated from the past time aspects, and may be used in all situational aspects. Meanwhile, the word ~tara may be freely used in non-gramatical
forms.(https://repository.kulib.kyotou.ac.jp/dspace/bitstream/2 433/87869/1/kgn00025_001.pdf).
V. CONCLUSION
A. The use forms of the word 'when'
• Toki Following the word class in the use forms of noun, pronoun, adjective-na, adjective -i and verb futsuukei 'regular form'. The special for noun + toki is used to give particle no as conjuction. Besides, toki is flexible since toki may be used in both formal and non formal language form either in spoken or written.
• ~tara The word form of verb + ~tara, which is then followed by a verb or adjective in the past form ~ta, has a meaning that a sentence after the form ~tara is "resulted" from the sentence action following the form ~tara. Besides, this pattern has also a meaning that a sentence after the form ~tara is a sentence to indicate "finding" something new.
B. Meaning
Toki and tara are positioned as meishi (noun), that is, keishikimeishi. Keishikimeishi is a word class formally explaining its function without possessing the essencial or real meaning as noun that it can be concluded that toki and ~tara do not have a clear meaning if not attaching to the other word. The word toki and tara when translated to Indonesian language may have the same meaning including waktu [time] , ketika [when], saat [while] , yet the function of both word forms is slightly different. Toki and ~tara has the function to explain time when an activity, event, and condition take place based on the sentence context. Besides, ~tara has an addition meaning as jokenkei, or conditional.
C. Toki and ~tara Position
Based on the result of analysis conducted by the authors, toki and ~tara may replace each other when both are related to time, activity, event, and condition, yet should be adjusted to the context of sentence and hearer. Toki may not replace ~tara when followed by pronoun kono since resulting in different meaning, Meanwhile, ~tara may not be replaced by toki when followed by adjective, a sentence referring to itself.
